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December 13, 2009 
  
  
I wanted to take some time to comment on my most recent experience with Scott at  
ClearBra Connection.  I also want to share a quick story about something what 
happened at the dealership where I purchased my vehicle.   
  
I believe that Scott and his company have now put a Clearbra on my fourth, 
possibly fifth vehicle.  Each and every time I'm amazed at not only the quality of the 
product, but just as importantly, their attention to detail.  Scott and his employees treat 
each car/truck as if it were their own.  I purchased a black Ridgeline, and from what I've 
been told, black is the most difficult color to work with.  Once again, Clearbra 
Connection outdid themselves and the work is meticulous...you barely notice the 
Clearbra and that's the point.  Now for my quick story about the dealership. 
  
As most of you know, the "dealership" always tries to sell extra warranties, products and 
such.  The salesman said that I should add the Clearbra; I said I'm extremely familiar 
with the product and have a company I've used for several cars.  The salesman then 
went on to say what I should look for when having this type of product applied. I told him 
that I would stack the company I use against anyone.  Evidently, this dealership 
believes strongly in Scott's company as well.  At this point the salesman and I hadn't 
discussed the name the company I use but he sent out the Product Specialist to talk to 
me as well.  I basically repeated myself and remained adamant that I would not 
have the dealership apply the Clearbra. The Product Specialist asked which company I 
use and I said Scott Wainwright at ClearBra Connection.  He said the dealership uses 
that very same company and we both had a good laugh. 
  
Bottom line is that when you have a dealership so impressed, it speaks volumes for 
Scott and his company. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Jim Cazer 
 


